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EVOLVE
TALENT ACQUISITION SUITE

Deep visibility across your entire HR tech 
stack

• Single view into hundreds of supported HR  

 systems to track and measure  your   

 candidates activity regardless of the number  

 of systems they navigate through

• A reliable single source of truth for real-  

 time TA performance metrics in candidate   

	 experience,	sourcing	effectiveness,	hiring,			

 and recruitment marketing

• Session recordings let you see exactly what  

 candidates are doing on your career site or  

 within your candidate journey, supporting   

 data with actual user behavior patterns

Actionable insights right out of the box
• Pre-built interactive dashboards show TA KPIs  

	 on	candidate	experience,	sourcing	effectiveness,		

 recruitment marketing performance, and hiring

• Artificial	intelligence	automatically	learn		 	

 what’s working and what’s not based on industry  

 benchmarks and your historical performance  

 data

• Automated alerts will let you know when your  

 attention is needed

• No need for integrations or in-depth IT   

 involvement, bring multiple processes, vendors  

 and systems together into one view and be up and  

 running in minutes

Your organization benefits	
from faster hires and reduced 

hiring costs.

Your TA team benefits	
from reliable, actionable 

insights.

Job seekers benefit	
from a frictionless 

candidate experience.

Within a single solution, get real-time, reliable insights across your hiring 
process and HR tech stack. Turn data into action with out-of-the-box 
dashboards to highlight the most important TA KPIs and automatic alerts 
that identify issues and opportunities impacting your talent pipeline. Fast 
and easy to deploy, Advanced Analytics requires no integrations so you 
can begin understanding and telling your talent data story today.

https://www.jobvite.com
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... Advanced Analytics

More than just technology

  Evolve Managed Services
  Get the most value from your Jobvite partnership with services that…

• Show you how to leverage Jobvite to drive business outcomes
• Engage our subject matter experts to manage your marketing programs
• Augment	your	staff	with	TA	operations	professionals

  
  Accelerate your talent acquisition evolution
  Our proprietary EVOLVE Talent Acquisition Framework provides a roadmap for developing a top-   
  performing TA team: one that energizes recruiters, delights candidates, and results in happy hiring   
  managers. Our customer experience teams leverage EVOLVE to understand where your organization   
  is currently in your TA maturity, identify your opportunities to move forward, and help you put    
  advancement strategies into action.

Advanced Analytics works with a wide range of applicant tracking systems, recruitment marketing 
platforms, and HR information systems: 

About Jobvite
Jobvite	delivers	the	Evolve	Talent	Acquisition	Suite,	an	end-to-end	solution,	that	takes	a	marketing-first
approach to intelligently attract, engage, and activate dream candidates all while retaining the people 
who	care	the	most	about	your	organization.	 Jobvite	combines	the	power	of	AI,	automation,	and	the	
human touch. To learn more, visit www.jobvite.com or follow the company on social media @Jobvite.

• Workday
• Oracle
• SAP
• ADP
• Ultipro

• Jobvite
• Taleo
• Infor
• iCIMS
• Cornerstone OnDemand

• Greenhouse
• IBM Kenexa
• SmartRecruiters
• PeopleFluent
• TalentBrew

• Talemetry by Jobvite
• Beamery
• Phenom People
• SmashFlyX
•...and many more

Advanced Analytics enabled us to more effectively track our career site 
activities, continuously monitor our candidate feedback, and measure our 
marketing campaign success. Their dedicated and customer-focused team 
has helped us fine-tune our reporting capabilities so we can maximize our 
budget while providing an engaging and positive candidate experience.”

- Shuree Sockel, Talent Acquisition Systems Manager at Enterprise Holdings
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